Let's march for our freedom!

We come from everywhere
to march from Strasbourg to Brussels.

WE HAVE A DREAM...
We are asylum seekers, refugees, undocumented migrants,
migrants from many European countries, we are Europeans with
a “migration background”, we are all those who have no full privi-
ledge of citizenship, but also citizens who share a common anger
against the racist EU migration policy.
We decided to organize a European caravan which will go from the largest number of European countries towards Brussels (Belgium), where the European institutions are settled. Showing that we don’t respect the borders they impose us, holding us prisoners of the states borders and in the lagers, we will exercise our basic right of freedom of movement and address our demands directly where the decisions come from.

We have a dream:

- Freedom of movement and of residence for all asylum seekers,
- Stop the Dublin trap and the obligatory residence in Lagers throughout Europe
- Permanent documents without criteria (not depending on working contracts or individual state prosecution)
- Stop the imprisonment and deportation of migrants
- Same working conditions for all
- Same political, social and cultural rights for all: right to study and to work
- Stop the European imperialist policies: no more free trade treaties and NATO wars
- Abolish Frontex, Eurosur and other anti-migration policies and measures

Join us!

Starting on 18th May 2014 with the EU Parliament elections, the transnational march will end in Brussels with massive protests at the EU-summit on migration policy, the 26th and 27th of June 2014. The arrival will be one week before the summit, on 20th June, we will have a week of actions in the city of Brussels to make them aware of our anger.

Contact us:

- Amir (پیام, English) 015215154310
- Ksenia (Ксения) 017623561329
- Ali (بامبارا, français, español) 015213087340
- Badra (بامبارا, français, italiano, English) 017689296602
- Asif (English, संस्कृत, हिंदी, རྫོང་ཁ, ਪੰਜਾਬੀ) 017631764453
- Riad (français, بيضاء, deutsch) 015214846596
- Nadia (türkçe, english, français, deutsch) 015730063279

Mail: freedomnotfrontex@riseup.net
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/freedomnotfrontex
Website: http://www.freedomnotfrontex.noblogs.org
Twitter: @FreedomNotFront

We need your financial support as well!
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